IN MEMORIAM
5782 – 2021
Say not in grief ‘they are no more’ but in thankfulness that ‘they were.’

Hebrew Proverb
Jacques Yaacov Pessah, father
Yvonne Rose Palacci Pessah, mother
Lester Eliezar Baer Abelson, father
  Remembered by Micheline & Stuart Abelson
Annette M, Aranson, mother of Pamela
Carol L. Adelsheimer, mother of Gregg
Harry Adelsheimer, father of Gregg, loving grandparents
  Remembered by Pamela, Gregg, Andrew, Jeremy & Eric Adelsheimer
Julio Jové, MD, father of Jackie
Donna Franco Jové, MD, mother of Jackie
Paul Altman, father of Brian
Fern Altman, sister of Brian
Sol Borack, grandfather of Brian
Mary Borack, grandmother of Brian
Victoria Maya Franco, grandmother of Jackie
David Altman, grandfather of Brian
Estelle Altman, grandmother of Brian
Marilyn Altman, aunt of Brian
Marvin Altman, uncle of Brian
Gloria Zarkin, aunt of Brian
Michael Borack
Doris Izower, aunt of Jackie
Michael Jové, DDS, cousin of Jackie
Steven Altman, cousin of Brian
  Remembered by Brian, Jackie, Diana & Jonathan Altman & Family
Louis Steinhouse, grandfather
Sylvia Steinhouse
Skippy Appelbaum
Taube Appelbaum, grandmother
Samuel Hart, grandfather
Frieda Hart, grandmother
Rita Hart, mother
Mae Kornhauser, grandmother
Eugene Kornhauser, grandfather
  Remembered by the Appelbaum Family
Sherwood Barnhard, father
Esther Barnhard, mother
Irene Blaustein, mother
Jules Blaustein, father
  Remembered by Carol & Paul Barnhard
Jay Zimmerman, son of Phyllis
Faye Becker, mother of Barry
Jacob Becker, father of Barry
Sidney Pearce, father of Phyllis
Beatrice Pearce, mother of Phyllis
  Remembered by Phyllis & Barry Becker
Merri Mann, sister
Joy Findlay Bernstein, dear friend
Evan Sloane, friend
  Remembered by Debbie & Jay Berez
Irving J. Davidson, father
Dorothy S. Davidson, mother
Sidney B. Berkowitz, father
Florence L. Berkowitz, mother
Sheldon L. Berkowitz, brother
Bonnie Goldberg, friend
Stanley Goldberg, friend
Fred Polk, friend
Faylene Kuperman, cousin
Henry Kuperman, cousin
Lenn Loewentritt
  Remembered by Suzanne & Saul Berkowitz
Ethel A. Berson, mother  
Norman R. Berson, father  
Otto Brief, grandfather  
Lillian Brief, grandmother  
Katie Berson, grandmother  
Morris Berson, grandfather  
Lila J. Sherman, mother  
George Sherman, father  
Dorothy Lasky, grandmother  
Albert Lasky, grandfather  
Harriet Sherman, grandmother  
Harry Sherman, grandfather  
Harold Berson, uncle  
Molly Weisman, aunt  
Bernard D. Borrus, uncle  
Richard Brief, uncle  
Bessie Krass, aunt  

**Remembered by Randi & Marc Berson**

Earl Birnbaum, father of Scott  
May Barasky, mother of Barbara  
Esther Birnbaum, mother of Scott  
Rubin Barasky, father of Barbara  

**Remembered by Barbara & Scott Birnbaum**

Ellen Bloomstein, mother  
Morris Bloomstein, father  

**Remembered by Aliza, Joshua, Noah, Ari, Eddie, Georgia & Bella Bloomstein**

Bertram Judem, father  
Adele Judem, mother  
Isadore Katz, father  
Rita Borg, mother  
Jacob Borg, father  
Ruth Zeif, aunt  
Eugene Fischer, uncle  
Edwin Fischer, uncle  

**Remembered by Lucy & Joe Borg**

Andrew Jordan Bovin, son, brother  
Max E. Schneider, father, grandfather  
Claire Schneider, mother, grandfather  
Ruth Bovin, mother, grandmother  
Henry Bovin, father, grandfather  
Jenny Klein, grandmother  
Joseph Klein, grandfather  
Dr. Abraham Manulkin, grandfather  
Fanya Manulkin, grandmother  

**Remembered by Terry Bovin, Denis Bovin, Dr. Michelle Bovin & Dr. Chris Miller**

Patricia Buchbinder, mother  
Harold Buchbinder, father  
Joseph Buchbinder, grandfather  
Gertrude Buchbinder, grandmother  
Harold Jackson, grandfather  
Eve Jackson, grandmother  
Clara Jackson, great aunt  
Ann Rosenberg, great aunt  

**Remembered by Elizabeth & Louise Buchbinder**

Martin Cagin, father  
Selma Cagin, mother  
Benjamin Katz, father  
Gertrude Katz, mother  
Michael Cagin, uncle  

**Remembered by Joan & Harry Cagin**

Irena Varady, Daniel's mother  
Marina Stern, Isabella’s mother  
Yeva Shlyakhter, wife of Vladlen Shlyakhter  
Max Shlyakhter, father of Vladlen Shlyakhter  
Sarrah Shlyakhter, mother of Vladlen Shlyakhter  
Leonid Shlyakhter, brother of Vladlen Shlyakhter  

**Remembered by The Chernin and Shlyakhter Families**

David Cohen, husband, father, grandfather  
Harold G. Mintz, husband, father, grandfather  

**Remembered by Joni & Alan Cohen & Family**
Claire Ehrenkranz, mother of Howard
William Ehrenkranz, father of Howard
Alex Glazer, father of Jane
Ruth Glazer, mother of Jane
Ruth Ehrenkranz-Strauss, sister

Remembered by Jane & Howard
Ehrenkranz & Family

Max Eisenstat, father of Steven
Dorothy Eisenstat, mother of Steven
Roberta Epstein, sister of Steven
Miriam Halper, mother of Jane
Ben Halper, father of Jane
Irwin Halper, brother of Jane
Barbara Halper, sister-in-law
Donna Halper, sister-in-law

Remembered by Jane & Steven
Eisenstat & Family

Barry Ende, husband, father, grandfather
Milton Seitles, Betty’s father
Dorothy Seitles, Betty’s mother
Samuel Ende, Barry’s father
Tillie Ende, Barry’s mother

Remembered by Betty Ende, Marci
Ende Seidman, Dara & Luke Seidman,
Philip & Sylvia Ende, Jared &
Samantha Ende

Dr. Jack Eskow, father
Theo Eskow, mother
Nathaniel Goldberg, father
Rae Goldberg, mother
Joseph Goldberg, brother

Remembered by Nancy & Robert
Eskow

Sylvia Facher, mother
Saul Facher, father
Bessie Portnoy, mother
Leon Portnoy, father
Larry Spindel, friend
Joan Fine, friend
Ruth Shoenholz, friend
Frank Shoenholz, friend
Dorothy Facher, stepmother

Remembered by Marylou & Irwin
Facher

Seymour Farber, husband
Esther Crestin, mother
Samuel Crestin, father
Alexander Farber, father-in-law
Jessie Farber, mother-in-law
William Aronson, uncle
Lillian Young, aunt

Remembered by Helen Farber

Frances Rous, mother
William Rous, father
Bessie Rous
Louis Rous
Bessie Saperstein, grandmother
Louis Fingerhut
Dorothy Feinsod, mother
Milton Feinsod, father
Elayne F. Hilsen, sister

Remembered by Sharon & Larry
Feinsod

Eric Fink, son
Sidney M. Dodis, father of Roz
Lee B. Dodis, mother of Roz
Elaine Dodis Cooperstein, sister of Roz
Sid Fink, father of Michael
Cherie Fink, mother of Michael
Evelyn Fink Cooper, sister of Michael

Remembered by Roz & Michael Fink
Nancy Avis, mother of Cathy
Norma Fischberg, mother of Bruce
Maurice Fischberg, father of Bruce
    Remembered by The Fischberg Family

John Fisher, husband
Jeanette Bronstein, mother
David Bronstein, father
Herbert Bronstein, brother
    Remembered by Iris Fisher

Jacob Ford, father
Sarah Ford, mother
Gilbert J. Brown, father
Ruth Z. Brown, mother
    Remembered by Caren & Herbert Ford

Mark Foster, dad, father-in-law, grandpa
Sylvia Foster, mom, mother-in-law, grandma
Mindy Strober, mom, mother-in-law, grandma
    Remembered by Ellen, Curtis, Nicole & Chelsea Foster

William Friedman, father of Kenneth
Dorothy Friedman, mother of Kenneth
Hyman Segal, father of Bethellen
Helen Segal, mother of Bethellen
    Remembered by Kenneth & Bethellen Friedman

Joan Spiegelman, mother, grandmother
Gerald Spiegelman, father, grandfather
    Remembered by Terri, Mark, Adam, Ally & Jack Friedman

Tully Reiter, father of Susan
Meryl Reiter, mother of Susan
Bernard Gallinson, father of Alan
Lenore Gallinson, mother of Alan
    Remembered by Susan & Alan Gallinson & Family

Berthold Gern, father of Amos
Nellie Gern, mother of Amos
Sam Greenberg, father of Evelyn
Molly Greenberg, mother of Evelyn
Judy Willis, sister of Amos
    Remembered by Amos & Evelyn Gern

Charles Gerst, father, grandfather
Margaret Gerst, mother, grandmother
    Remembered by Denise & Arnold, Jonathan & Brent Gerst & Family

Aaron Gerstenzang, father of Mark
Ruth Gerstenzang, mother of Mark
Jack Schwartz, father of Barbara
Estelle Schwartz, mother of Barbara
    Remembered by Mark & Barbara Gersten

Richard Gillman, husband
Mel Meckler
Lesley Meckler
Gertrude B. Henoch, mother
Jacob M. Henoch, father
Julius Gillman, father-in-law
Betty Gillman, mother-in-law
Gilbert Henoch, brother
Josh Gillman, nephew
Jeff Burns, nephew
Charles Riback, nephew
    Remembered by Shaldine Gillman

Philip Miniman, father, grandfather, great-grandfather
Belle Miniman, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
Michael J. Glassman, father, grandfather, great-grandfather
Irene Glassman, mother, grandmother, great-grandmother
    Remembered by the Roni & Gary Glassman & Family
Herman A. Sarnow, father
Dorothy Sarnow Ariel, mother
  **Remembered by Judy Gluck & Family**
Neal Goldberg, father
  **Remembered by Zachary & Max Goldberg**
Melvin Hirsch, father, grandfather
Claudia Hirsch, mother, grandmother
Michael Hirsch, brother, uncle
Bernard Goldberg, father, poppy
Jay Goldberg, brother, uncle
  **Remembered by Wendy, Zachary & Max Goldberg**
Barbara S. Goldsmith, wife
Morris Goldsmith, father
Sandra Goldsmith, mother
  **Remembered by Richard Goldsmith & Family**
Martin Marsh, father, grandfather
Leonard Golombek, father, grandfather
  **Remembered by The Golombek Family**
Kenneth L. Greenberg, husband, father, grandfather
  **Remembered by Tina Greenberg & Family**
Bruce H. Greene, husband, father
Lois Greene, mother-in-law, grandmother
Charles Greene, father-in-law, grandfather
Rita Wolf, mother, grandmother
Bert Wolf, father, grandfather
  **Remembered by Susan & Mark Greene**
Rose Peck, mother
Louis Peck, father
Merritt Peck, brother
Edith Grover, mother
Daniel Grover, son
  **Remembered by Andrea & Warren Grover**
Gwen Avrut, sister
Janet Gurland, mother
Bernard Gurland, father
Floyd Matlick, father
Mollie Shecter, grandmother
  **Remembered by The Gurland Family**
Barbara J. Rosenberg, wife
Ben Halper, father
Miriam Halper, mother
Irwin Halper, brother
  **Remembered by Robert M. Halper**
Morris Hammer, father of Alan
Miriam "Mimi" Hammer, mother of Alan
Ruth Springer, mother of Susan
Walter Springer, father of Susan
Stephen Springer, brother of Susan
  **Remembered by Susan & Alan Hammer**
Eugene Wald, father, grandfather
Leonard Handman, father, grandfather
Larry Schwab, cousin
Roseann Schwab, aunt
  **Remembered by The Handman Family**
William Harris, father of David
Jean Harris Sperber, mother of David
Julius Miller, father of Rita
Pauline Miller, mother of Rita
Arnold Miller, brother of Rita
  **Remembered by Rita & David Harris**
Ann A. Colman
Milton H. Colman
Ephraim Hefter
Tova Hefter
Abram Alpert
Yetta Alpert
Clara B. Cohen
Helen Alpert Cobin
Samuel A. Cohen
Marley Cohen
Elinor Cohen
Israel Segal

Remembered by Arie & Ellen Colman Hefter

Harriet Horn

Remembered by Steven Horn, Justin Hirschtritt & Logan Horn

Esther Horing, mother of Shelly
Morris Horing, father of Shelly
Edythe Stein, mother of Joan
Joseph Stein, father of Joan

Remembered by Joan & Shelly Horing

Estelle Jackowitz, mother
William Jackowitz, father
Robert Goldberg, father
Barbara Goldberg, mother

Remembered by Peter & Susan Jackowitz

Sandi Jonas, mother, grandmother
Steven Jonas, father, grandfather
M. Joel Salus, father, grandfather

Remembered by Robert, Meredith, Logan & Jordyn Jonas

Sheila Kalisher, wife
Deborah Kalisher, mother
David Kalisher, father

Remembered by Lester Kalisher

M. Jerome Berman, brother-in-law
Rae Hurwitz, mother
Harold Hurwitz, father
Ruth Hurwitz, aunt
Louis Hurwitz, uncle
Jack Hurwitz, uncle
Sarah Kalishman, mother
Max Kalishman, father
Barbara Rogoff, friend
Joel Rogoff, friend

Remembered by Merle & Martin Kalishman

Selma Allen, mother, grandmother
David K. Allen, father, grandfather
Samuel Kaplan, father-in-law, grandfather
Helen Kaplan, mother-in-law, grandmother

Remembered by Grace Kaplan, Ross Kaplan & Lisa Kaplan Spinnell

Anna Kaplicer, mother of Brett

Remembered by Marcy & Brett Kaplicer

Irene Ginzburg, mother, grandmother,
great grandmother
Celia Bender, grandmother, great grandmother
Salomon Bender, grandfather, great grandfather

Remembered by Marlene & Michael Karpas

Jeannette Ontell, mother
Aaron Kaye, father
Selma Streit, mother
David Streit, father

Remembered by Audrey & Robert Kaye

Howie Kessler, husband
Sidney Dodis, father
Lee Dodis, mother
Lainey Cooperstein, sister
Harry Dodis, grandfather
Phillip Mandel, grandfather
Eric Fink, nephew
Jill Cohen, dear friend

Remembered by Bobby Kessler
Frank H. Kestenbaum, father, grandfather  
Remembered by Jeffrey, Sloan, Jadyn & Ari Kestenbaum

Max Kirschner, father  
Mollie Kirschner, mother  
Meyer M. Stock, father  
Shirley Stock, mother  
Philip E. Kirschner, brother  
Selma Kirschner, sister-in-law  
Estelle McKinnon, sister  
Evelyn Blythe, sister  
Seymour Wagner, brother-in-law  
David Wagner, nephew  
Philip Kirschner, uncle  
Remembered by Harriet & Marvin Kirschner

Goldie Cohen, mother, grandmother, aunt  
Leo Cohen, father, grandfather, uncle  
Rena Klein, mother, grandmother  
Al Klein, father, grandfather  
Remembered by Barbara & Warren Klein & Family

Esther G. Klein, mother of Peter  
Saul Klein, father of Peter  
Philip Matlick, father of Ellen  
Frances E. Matlick, mother of Ellen  
Remembered by Ellen & Peter Klein

Allan Klein, husband, father  
Gary Klein, brother-in-law  
Sidney Bernstein, father  
Harry Klein, father-in-law  
Jean Klein, mother-in-law  
Remembered by Karyn Klein

Margaret Klugman, sister  
Josette Klugman, mother  
Samuel Klugman, father  
Robert Weisman, father  
Ida Klugman, grandmother  
Joseph Klugman, grandfather  
Louis Klein, grandfather  
Shirley Klein, grandmother  
Mac Weisman, grandfather  
Molly Weisman, grandmother  
Remembered by Karen, David, Andrew, Casey & Remy Klugman

Nancy Horowitz, mother  
Leonard Horowitz, father  
Trude Forst, grandfather  
Max Forst, grandfather  
David Horowitz, grandmother  
Frances Horowitz, grandfather  
Judy Kollin, grandmother  
Ben Kollin, grandfather  
Paye Sackman, grandmother  
Ben Sackman, grandmother  
Remembered by Robin & Jeff Kollin

Evelyn Silverman Reinfeld, mother  
Saul Reinfeld, father  
Frances Reinfeld Bernheim, sister  
Jack Kolodny, father  
Rachel Kolodny, mother  
Larry Kolodny, brother  
Remembered by Frank & Patti Kolodny

Joan Grayson, mother  
Sidney Grayson, father  
Ruth Kurzweil, mother  
Jack Kurzweil, father  
Remembered by Bette & Stan Kurzweil
Roslyn Rynar, Betsy’s mother
Leon Rynar, Betsy’s father
Harriet Frankenberger, Ron’s mother
Bert Frankenberger, Ron’s stepfather

Remembered by Ron, Betsy,
Samantha & Ryan Ladell

Richard Lane, husband
Scott Lane, son
Moe Rosenberg, father
Frances Rosenberg, mother
Joseph Facher, grandfather
Rose Facher, grandmother
Albert Lane, father-in-law
Irene Lane Kaplan, mother-in-law
William Kaplan, stepfather-in-law
Irving Facher, uncle
Marvin Facher, uncle
Margie Fienberg, friend
Elaine Lieb, friend

Remembered by Rita Lane

Irwin Laufman, husband
Lillian Holtz, mother
Louis Holtz, father
Vita Orenstein, sister
Pauline Laufman, mother-in-law
Benjamin Laufman, father-in-law
Nettie Reinfeld, grandmother
Ida Holtz, grandmother

Remembered by Esther Laufman

Paul Warshaw, father

Remembered by Allison & Paul Leavy

Estelle LeBenger, mother
Calvert LeBenger, father
Irving Cohen, father

Remembered by The LeBenger Family

William Himmelfarb, father, grandfather
Ruth Himmelfarb, mother, grandmother
Steven Drexler, cousin
Joseph Lee, father, grandfather
Marge Lee, mother, grandmother
Joseph Lipton, cousin
Marivic Lipton, cousin

Remembered by JoAnn, Steven,
Alex, Rachel & Zach Lee

Muriel G. Trambert, mother of Andrea
Leila R. Leff, mother of Larry
Louis Gohd, grandfather
Hilda Gittleman, grandmother
Anne & David Trambitzsky, grandparents
Rose Trambitzsky, grandmother
Bonnie Heitman, friend
Erika Needle, cousin
Stuart Schaffer, cousin

Remembered by Andrea & Larry Leff,
Mitchell & Eric

Leila Leff, wife of Coleman
Benjamin Leff, father of Coleman
Esther Leff, mother of Coleman

Remembered by Coleman Leff

Julius Lehrhoff

Remembered by Bernard Lehrhoff

Roy Israel, father of Jaci
Aaron Leit, son
Jakob Leit, son

Remembered by Jaci, Richard,
Jared & Jeremy Leit

Linda Lenchner, mother of Michael
Harvey Lenchner, father of Michael

Remembered by The Lenchner family
Morris J. Levine, father
Anna H. Levine, mother
Harry Koldin, father
Teresa S. Koldin, mother
H. Leonard Levine, brother
Dr. Robert H. Levine, brother
Beatrice Levine, sister
Walter S. Chorgin, friend
Arthur M. Shara, friend
Robert Marks, friend
Robert Lindsey, friend
Jack Green, friend
Dr. Harold E. Yuker, friend
Dr. Sheila Schwartz, friend
Andrew Cramer, son

Remembered by Jacqueline & Howard Levine

Daryl Riva Snow Levy, wife, “mommy”
Roslyn Levy, mother, grandmother
Seylon Levy, father, grandfather

Remembered by Scott, Tyler & Jayda Levy

Pearl W. Lewis, mother
Morton Lewis, father

Remembered by Michael S. Lewis

Myron Simon Weinberg, father, grandfather
Arlyne Schiff Weinberg, mother, grandmother

Remembered by Robyn and Mark Licht, Andrew, and David Kenny

Louis Marberg, father of Ilene
Ethel Marberg, mother of Ilene
David Lieberman, father of Paul
Elsie Lieberman, mother of Paul
Robert Lieberman, brother of Paul
Rose Marberg, grandmother
William Marberg, grandfather
Ida Abramowicz, grandmother
Isadore Abramowicz, grandfather
Sarah Lieberman, grandmother
Abraham Lieberman, grandfather
Joan Fine, friend
Stephen Fine, friend

Remembered by Ilena & Paul Lieberman

Dorothee Mathisson, mother & grandmother

Remembered by Risa, Steve, Lexi, Becca & Eric Lieberman

Esmail Kashanian, father
Lawrence Lilien, father

Remembered by Tara, Andrew, Leo & Alexa Lilien

Cecile Lincer, mother
Maxwell Lincer, father
Anna Feiler, grandmother
David Feiler, grandfather
Minnie Samberg, aunt
Harry Samberg, uncle
Frances Samberg, cousin
Alfred Samberg, cousin
Irwin Lincer, uncle
Herbert Feiler, uncle

Remembered by The Lincer Family
Roy Bodenstein, father of Helaine
Mildred Bodenstein, mother of Helaine
Irving Mandelbaum, father of Charles
Ruth Mandelbaum, mother of Charles
Phil Kayne, friend
Fran Levine, friend
Miriam Halper, friend
Ben Halper, friend
Sylvia Fried, friend

Remembered by Chuck & Laine
Mandelbaum & Family

Zelda M. Unger, mother

Remembered by ShariEve & Mark
Meller

Rina Meyers, wife of Ronald
Gitelle S. Meyers, mother of Ronald
Percy Meyers, father of Ronald
Isaac Buchshriber, father of Rina
Rachel Buchshriber, mother of Rina
David & Becky Surdut, grandparents of Ronald
Abraham & Ethel Meyers, grandparents of Ronald
Eva & Herbert Aaronson, aunt & uncle of Ronald
Bertha & Paul Friedman, aunt & uncle of Ronald
Gary & Rozzie Meyers, brother & sister-in-law of Ronald
David G. Meyers, brother of Ronald

Remembered by Ronald Meyers

Joseph A. Tischler, father, grandfather
Steven M. Tischler, brother
Adolph Milchman, father, grandfather
Adele Milchman, mother, grandmother, great grandmother

Remembered by Gail & Barry
Milchman

Ethel Sands, mother, grandmother, great grandmother
Irving Sands, father, grandfather
Norman Sands, brother, uncle
Ida Kaplan, grandmother, great grandmother
Joseph Kaplan, grandfather
Rabbi Nachum Laskin, cousin

Remembered by Alyce Sands Miller

Bernard Gervis, father
Susan Miller, mother

Remembered by Dana Jeff, Sage & Zoe Miller

William Miller, husband
Alex Schlenger, father
Eva Schlenger, mother
Asher Mendel Schlenger, grandfather
Nettie Schlenger, grandmother
Sylvia Schlenger Berger, sister
Max Gabrowitz, grandfather
Sarah Gabrowitz, grandmother
Lewis Gabbe, uncle
Charles P. Gabbe, uncle
Robert Pincus, friend
Elaine Pincus, friend
Robert Bonda, friend
Jeanette Weiss, friend

Remembered by Marion Miller

Ethel Silverman, mother
Matthew Silverman, father
Helen Mitterhoff, mother
Saul Mitterhoff, father
Sophie Chopik, aunt

Remembered by Charlotte & Fred
Mitterhoff
Anna Moscowitz, mother
Emanuel Moscowitz, father
Anne B. Dobrin, mother
Ephraim Dobrin, father
Audrey Lindy, sister
  Remembered by Marlene & Alan Moscowitz

Seymour Pack
Rachel Pack
Marvin L. Carlton
  Remembered by Linda & Carey Pack

Theodore Pearlman, husband
Dora Ramo, grandmother
Sidney Sesser, father
Lillian Sesser, mother
Jacob Ramo, grandfather
Allan Sesser, brother
Stephanie Sesser, sister-in-law
  Remembered by Debbie Pearlman

Richard L. Plotkin, husband, father, grandfather
Maxwell M. Plotkin, father, grandfather,
  great grandfather
Madeline H. Plotkin, mother, grandmother,
  great grandmother
  Remembered by The Plotkin Family

Larry Levene, brother of Alyssa
Eleanor “Nanny” Brown, grandmother to Jon
  Remembered by The Rausch Family

Samuel Kadish, father
Helen Kadish, mother
Robert L. Rocker, father
Beatrice Rocker, mother
  Remembered by Marian & David Rocker

Harry Harmelin, father of Ronnie
Lillian Harmelin, mother of Ronnie
Maksim Rosen, father of Steve
Dorothy Rosen, mother of Steve
  Remembered by Ronnie & Steven Rosen

Ira Weiss
Norma & Jack Cohen
Rose & Abraham Weiss
  Remembered by Lori, Peter,
  Benjamin, Tyler & Cooper Rosenbaum

Leon Rosenbaum
Minnie Denburg
Benjamin Denburg
Lily Rosenbaum
Joseph M. Rosenbaum
Paul Denburg
Doris Denburg
Dr. Nathan Rosenbaum
  Remembered by Marilyn Rosenbaum

Frederick Zissu, beloved father of Sandi
Lillian Zissu, beloved mother of Sandi
Harold Rosenbaum, beloved father of Mark
Marian Rosenbaum, beloved mother of Mark
Karen Z. Magidson, beloved sister of Sandi
  Remembered by Sandi & Mark Rosenbaum

Sylvia Shulman, mother of Renée
Louis Shulman, father of Renée
Harriet Rosenthal, mother of Edward
Isadore Rosenthal, father of Edward
  Remembered by Renée & Edward Rosenthal & Family

Gary Michael Ross, husband
Yetta Adelman Weinar, mother
Hyman Weinar, father
  Remembered by Ruth Ross
Stanley Roth, father
Helen Kessler, mother
Jack Kessler, father
Nat Roth, grandfather
Pearl Roth, grandmother
Adolph Kessler, grandfather
Regina Kessler, grandmother
Bernice Straus, grandmother
Alexander Straus, grandfather
Goldie Berman, grandmother
Leo Berman, grandfather
Geri Sue Straus, cousin

Remembered by Jeff & Ginny Roth & Family

Esta Roth
Murray Roth
Esther Miller
Sam Miller

Remembered by Sandy & Fred Roth

Meyer Simon, Jennifer's father
Glenn Rothenberg, Jason's father
Gerald Rothenberg, Jason's grandfather
Gloria Rothenberg, Jason's grandmother
Ernest Schimel, Jason's grandfather
Isobelle Smith, Jennifer's grandmother
Samuel Smith, Jennifer's grandfather
Hannah Simon, Jennifer's grandmother
Joseph Simon, Jennifer's grandfather

Remembered by Jennifer, Jason, Ian & Jordan Rothenberg

Ida Rose, mother
Ira Rose, father
Alan Rose, brother
Marie Rothman, mother
Harry Rothman, father
Nicole Rothman, daughter

Remembered by Enid and Fred Rothman

Maurice Ruberman, husband
Barney Ruberman, father
Martha Ruberman, mother
Norman Ruberman, brother
Lillian Ruberman, sister-in-law
Aaron Mann, brother
Pearl Garnet, sister
Morris Garnet, brother-in-law
Joseph Rotberg, grandfather
Fannie Rotberg, grandmother
Louis Greenwald, father
Samuel Franzblau, father
Bertha Greenwald Franzblau, mother

Remembered by Elise Ruberman & Family

Allan Rubinstein, husband, father, grandfather
Robyn E. Rubinstein, daughter, sister
George Greene, father, grandfather
Sally Greene, mother, grandmother
Jerome Rubinstein, father, grandfather
Esther Rubinstein, mother, grandmother

Remembered by Anita Rubinstein & Jill Ratzan

Marcus Salz, grandfather
Liesel Salz, grandmother
Berthold Salz, father, grandfather
Barry Leibowitz, uncle
Jack Salz, uncle
Itza Salz, great aunt
Adele Leibowitz, grandmother
Joseph Leibowitz, grandfather
Jennie Reine, grandmother
Joseph Reine, grandfather, father
Martin Owens, uncle
Dorothy Owens, grandmother

Remembered by Salz & Reine Family

Herbert Samuels, father of Randy

Remembered by Randy, Roberta, Josh & Jake Samuels
Milton Schaeffer, husband
Nathan Schaeffer, father of Milt
Etta Schaeffer, mother of Milt
Lillian Gruber, sister of Milt
Pearl Rubin, mother of Geri
Morris Rubin, father of Geri
Bernie Geller, cousin of Geri
  **Remembered by Geri Schaeffer**

Shirley Litwak Silver, mother
Norman Jay Silver, father
Rose Litwak, grandmother
  **Remembered by Gail, Scott & David Schafran**

Dorothy Scher, mother
Meyer Scher, father
Mildred Model, mother
Mark Model, father
  **Remembered by Jennifer & Elliot Scher**

Renee Scher, mother, grandmother
Michael Neufeld, father, grandfather
Ronald Scher, father, grandfather
  **Remembered by The Scher Family**

Dr. Martin Protzel, grandfather, great grandfather
Lillian Protzel, grandmother, great grandmother
William Schoenbach, grandfather, great grandfather
Edythe Schoenbach, grandmother, great grandmother
Helen Hines, grandmother, great grandmother
  **Remembered by The Schoenbach Family**

Jerry Schumer, father
Arlene Schumer, mother
Barbara Zemlock, mother
  **Remembered by Hillary & Darren Schumer**

Corinne Kay, mother
Milton Kay, father
Pat Schupper, mother
Irving Schupper, father
Nancy Zielinski, sister
Alice Weiss, grandmother
Benjamin Weiss, grandfather
Jean Kay, grandmother
Max Kay, grandfather
Fanny Schupper, grandmother
Meyer Schupper, grandfather
Bertha Goldberg, grandmother
Albert Goldberg, grandfather
  **Remembered by The Schupper Family**

Dr. William Ehrlich
Adele Ehrlich Boskey
Julius Schwartz
Clara Schwartz
Cathy Abrams, friend
Andy Abrams, friend
  **Remembered by Bunny & Stephen Schwartz**

Anita Siegel Weisberg, mother
Benjamin Fellner, father
Bertram Siegel, father
  **Remembered by Debbie, Scott, Amanda & Jaynie Siegel**

Hyman Zitomer, father
Sarah Zitomer, mother
  **Remembered by Barbara Z. Silber**

Barry Silberman
  **Remembered by Deena, Gerald & Jaime Silberman & Family**
Max Silbermann, grandfather of M. Steven  
Kaethe Silbermann, grandmother of M. Steven  
Joachim Silbermann, father of M. Steven  
Rosanne H. Silbermann, mother of M. Steven  
Doris A. Ross, mother of Julie  
Donald H. Ross, father of Julie  
Remembered by Julie & M. Steven Silbermann

Gerald I. Silverman, father, pop-pop  
Barbara Silverman, mother grandma  
Gloria Davis, mother, grandma, wife  
Amy Silverman, sister-in-law, aunt, wife, mom  
Mack Ogron, nephew, cousin, son  
Remembered by The Silverman, Davis & Ogron Families

Ida Hirshcorn, mother  
Jack Hirshcorn, father  
Rose Singer, mother  
Nat Singer, father  
Remembered by Ethel & Robert Singer

Burt Silverstein, father, grandfather  
Joan Silverstein, mother, grandmother  
Remembered by Nancy, Timothy, Michell, Reid & Rachel Snow

Daryl Riva Snow Levy, daughter  
Abraham Bienenfeld, father  
Frances Bienenfeld, mother  
Marilyn Bienenfeld Taub, sister  
Israel Snow, father  
Anna Snow, mother  
Remembered by Sivia & Philip Snow & Family

Eli Grober, father, grandfather  
Kitty Grober, mother, grandmother  
Ted Sobel, father, grandfather  
Sally Goldstein, grandmother, great grandmother  
Louis Goldstein, grandfather, great grandfather  
Shelby Kaplan, father, grandfather  
Remembered by The Kaplan & Sobel Families

Helen Siegel, mother of Sharon  
Hy Siegel, father of Sharon  
Max Spindel, father of Norman  
Molly Spindel, mother of Norman  
Larry Spindel, brother of Norman  
Remembered by Sharon & Norman Spindel

Lois Solomon, mother  
Remembered by Jamie & Jason Charney, Laurie & David Solomon, Sarah & Joshua Solomon

Frances B. Starr, mother  
Hyman S. Starr, father  
Mary Steinberg, mother  
Herman A. Steinberg, father  
David Bauer, uncle  
Ceil Bauer, aunt  
Harold Michael Starr, brother  
Remembered by Diane & Ira M. Starr

Frederic Greenberg, father, grandfather  
Harold Starr, father, grandfather  
Betty Greenberg, mother, grandmother  
Hazel Starr, mother, grandmother  
Remembered by Terry, Ken, Danielle & Hunter Starr

Aaron Stein, father  
Millie Stein, mother  
Remembered by Lorraine, Amy & Joan Stein

Melvin Stempler  
Remembered by Gina & Larry Stempler

Harold G. Sterling, husband  
Bessie Druckman, mother of Elaine  
Rubin Druckman, father of Elaine  
Rose Goldfader, mother of Harold  
Philip Goldfader, father of Harold  
Remembered by Elaine Sterling
Al Stierman, father of Mark
Eugene Price, father of Lauren
  Remembered by Lauren & Mark Stierman

Alexander Marc Strassman, son
Bryan Richard Strassman, son
Edward A. Wolff, father
  Remembered by The Strassman Family

Iris Cooperman Swaybill, mother
Joy Hanft Collins, mother-in-law
Beatrice Wechsler Cooperman, grandmother
Eve Eagle Swaybill, grandmother
Irving Swaybill, grandfather
  Remembered by Marcia Swaybill & Family

Aaron Daniel Franzblau, father of Arleen
Sarah Franzblau, mother of Arleen
Harry Tarutz, father of Herb
Belle Tarutz, mother of Herb
  Remembered by Arleen & Herb Tarutz

Albrecht Buschke, father of Marianne
Ruth Buschke, mother of Marianne
Julio Tulman, father of Bernard
Jenny Tulman, mother of Bernard
Joseph Tulman, brother of Bernard
  Remembered by Marianne & Bernard Tulman

Renee Greenwald, mother, grandmother, wife
Marc Unger, husband, father, son, brother
  Remembered by Suzanne, Morgan, Ryann Unger & The Unger & Greenwald Families

Eugene Wald, husband
Ralph Cohen, father
Fannie Cohen, mother
  Remembered by Marilyn Wald

Lilyan Kreitchman, mother
Morton Kreitchman, father
George Walters, father
Dena Walters, mother
Abe Goldman, grandfather
Gertrude Goldman, grandmother
  Remembered by Robin & Leigh Walters

Milton Kleinert, father
Dorothy Kleinert, mother
Howard Barry Kleinert, brother
Harry Arbeitman, grandfather
Anna Arbeitman, grandmother
Nathan Kleinert, grandfather
Rebecca Kleinert, grandmother
N. Arthur Wasserman, father
Lilian Wasserman, mother
Oscar Wasserman, grandfather
Annie Himmelfarb Wasserman, grandmother
Benjamin Tannenbaum, grandfather
Sarah Rudolf Tannenbaum, grandmother
  Remembered by Bennet & Honi Wasserman & Family

Marjorie Goldstein, mother
  Remembered by Stacie Watson & Irwin Goldstein

Adolphe Weinstock, father of Amnon
Anna Weinstock, mother of Amnon
Leon Hershbaum, father of Judith
Blanche Hershbaum, mother of Judith
Leon Hershbaum, father of Judith
June Reich, sister of Judith
Irving Wien, uncle of Amnon
Gloria Kenzer, aunt of Judith
  Remembered by Judith & Amnon Weinstock
Carl Weisenfeld, husband
Mabel Greenspun, mother
Julius Greenspun, father
Ruth Weisenfeld, mother-in-law
Samuel Weisenfeld, father-in-law
Rheta Latt, cousin

Remembered by Bobbie Weisenfeld

Mae Spivak, mother of Fern
Sam Spivak, father of Fern
Jay Spivak, brother of Fern
Diana Sobel, grandmother of Fern
Isidore Sobel, grandfather of Fern
Yetta Weiss, mother of Mitchell
Abraham Weiss, father of Mitchell
Celia Weiss, grandmother of Mitchell
Meyer Weiss, grandfather of Mitchell
Sarah Galowitz, grandmother of Mitchell
Nathan Galowitz, grandfather of Mitchell
Helen Engberg, aunt of Mitchell
George Engberg, uncle of Mitchell

Remembered by Fern & Mitchell Weiss

Louis Wildstein, father
Adele Wildstein, mother
Samuel Wildstein, grandfather
Dora Wildstein, grandmother
Morris Crames, grandfather
Dora Crames, grandmother
Belle Rosenbloom, mother
Philip Rosenbloom, father
Nathan Hirsch, grandfather
Rae Hirsch, grandmother
Sylvia Ulanet Levy, mother
Harry B. Ulanet, father
Hyman R. Levy, stepfather
Rebecca Mezibov, grandmother

Remembered by The Wildstein Family

Perry Carl Levey, husband

Remembered by Vicki Wildstein

George J. Mintz, father
Edith Mintz Kolousky, mother
Hon. Nelson K. Mintz, uncle

Remembered by Lois Witmondt

Harvey B. Yonteff, husband, father, grandfather
Aaron H. Yonteff, father
Rose C. Yonteff, mother
Ethel G. Koppel, mother
Alvin S. Koppel, father
Mae K. Kostick, grandmother
Harry M. Koppel, grandfather
Esther Goren, grandmother
Jacob Goren, grandfather
Ethel R. Stein, aunt
Sidney S. Siegel, cousin
Edith Siegel, cousin

Remembered by Marjorie Yonteff & Family

Harvey Zeitel, husband
Esther Leader, mother
Leo Leader, father
Esther Zeitel, mother-in-law
Max Zeitel, father-in-law
Harold Leader, brother
Peter Joseph, nephew

Remembered by The Zeitel Family